WCC Campus Planning Meeting 1/12/2012: Survey Results
1. Level of Satisfaction with the Planning Meeting:
N

%

Very Satisfied

4

11.4%

Satisfied

25

71.4%

Neutral

5

14.3%

Dissatisfied

1

2.9%

Very Dissatisfied

0

0.0%

2. Things that Worked:

N
Hearing Different Ideas from different campus groups
12
Small Group Discussion
9
Gathering of Entire Campus
7
Assigned to tables to ensure mix of people in each group 4
Good communication/dialogue
4
Realizing the Shared Concerns
3
Ideas about HSI grant
2
Specific Questions to Discuss
2
Speaking out for students as well as staff point of view
1
Handouts
1
Opportunity to Plan
1
Process and Activities within College
1
Seeing my colleagues
1
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3. Things that Didn’t Work and/or Suggestions For Next Time:

Time limits on speakers
Disorganized
More time/focus/direction on action steps
Repetition of Ideas
Break Out Q#2 - focus on fewer items
Build a reporting system where people can just mark on what they agree but don't have to
reiterate everything.
Chose different topics for each table to speak on so we don't all have the same suggestions
HSI discussion needs to be more specific
Huge Packet on the table not needed
Lack of focused agenda and lack of action plan
Need more faculty in attendance. Important individuals whose input could be helpful were not
part of this discussion (curriculum co-chair, adjunct, etc.)
Next Steps Unclear
Not much notice - earlier notification
Any PowerPoint slides are not good
Some of the suggestions regarding guidance to prospective students

N
5
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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4. General Comments:
Advertisement of WCC as HSI
Ask participants to pay for lunch so we have tasty food (i.e. a better incentive)
Hope there will be some action come out all of this
I hope the next meeting builds off of this one rather than more discussion and leads to some
immediate short term and long term goals.
I just want to make sure that something comes out of this.
I think we need to set priorities next. Overall, I think it was a good start.
I want goals now. Put them together
I would like to be sure that this plan gets put to the test and we commit to it
I'm happy with this effort to build a shared vision and consensus of WCC. Keep it up!
Key will be follow-up and implementation of ideas
Lots to do after this. Don't let this be a stopping point. Form action - do - assess - improve if needed.
Make the meeting shorter
Need to go over plans that we've already written and assess.
Not long enough to share
Overall good interaction with staff
Printing Service
Public Phone
Step in the right direction as long as we follow through
Thank you for making this mandatory so I could come! (classified)
Thank you for setting up. Good to have assigned tables. Good question with adequate time to
respond.
The meeting was helpful in principle. Want to see the change in action.
This document will be typed by Rudy, ignored for 3 years, and dug up at the next "planning meeting"
prior to our next accreditation. Please prove me wrong.
Too many components to discuss in Q#2
Unsure HSI
Very good workshop now let's do it!
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